Color-Focused and Contemporary by FusionBeads.com

Approximate finished length: 18.25 inches
Beads and other products needed for one necklace:
46 - 4mm Olivine Swarovski Elements Crystal Bicone Beads (04BI1117)
46 - 4mm Crystal Silver Night Swarovski Elements Crystal Bicone Beads (04BI1458)
1 - 12mm Black Diamond Swarovski Elements Crystal Rivoli Stone (SC5221)
1 - 27mm Tabac Swarovski Elements Crystal Galactic Vertical Pendant (SC6649)
1 - 22x14mm Gold Plated Plain Round Rivoli Link by TierraCast® (GP2371)
1 - 20.5x15.5mm Antique Gold Plated Pewter Large Tapered Toggle Clasp by TierraCast® (GP2147)
3 - 6mm Gold Plated Base Metal 21 Gauge Open Jump Rings (BM2740)
1 - 8mm Gold Plated Base Metal 18 Gauge Open Jump Ring (BM2857)
15.5 feet - 22 Gauge Non-Tarnish Gold Parawire (VW0188)
Tools needed to complete the necklace:
Round nose pliers
Chain nose pliers
Wire cutters
5 Minute Epoxy (TL1938)
Beading Techniques needed to complete the necklace:
Opening and Closing a Jump Ring
Simple Loop
Gluing Swarovski Elements Crystal Rivoli Stones into a Rivoli Component
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Instructions to complete “Color Focused and Contemporary” necklace:
Step 1
Following the directions on the package, mix the 5 Minute Epoxy (see Gluing Swarovski Elements Crystal Rivoli Stones
into a Rivoli Component Technique).
Step 2
Apply a drop of epoxy in the center of the Rivoli link. Place one 12mm Black Diamond crystal Rivoli stone onto the
epoxy, and press firmly. Allow to dry.
Step 3
Open the 8mm jump ring (see Opening and Closing a Jump Ring Technique), and use it to attach one 6mm jump ring
to the crystal pendant. Close the jump ring.
Step 4
Open one 6mm jump ring, and attach it to the loop on one side of the clasp. Close the jump ring. Repeat with the
second side of the clasp.
Step 5
Using wire cutters, cut the wire into 92 2-inch lengths.
Step 6
Turn a simple loop on one end of one length of wire (see Simple Loop Technique). Place one 4mm Olivine crystal
bicone bead onto the wire. Turn a simple loop at the open end of the wire, completing the link. Attach the loop just
made to the jump ring attached to one side of the clasp in Step 4.
Step 7
Turn a simple loop on one end of one length of wire. Place one 4mm Olivine crystal bicone bead onto the wire, making
one unit. Turn a simple loop at the open end of the wire, completing the link. Attach the loop just made to the
unattached loop on the link from the previous step.
Step 8
Repeat Step 7 15 times, attaching the last loop on the last link to one loop on the Rivoli link.
Step 9
Repeat Steps 6 – 8 using 4mm Crystal Silver Night crystal bicone beads instead of Olivine.
Step 10
In the same manner as in the previous steps, make and connect five Olivine bicone bead simple loop links between the
second loop on the Rivoli link and the 6mm jump ring attached to the crystal pendant.
Step 11
Repeat Step 10 using Crystal Silver Night crystal bicone beads instead of Olivine.
Step 12
In the same manner as in the previous steps, make and connect the remaining Olivine bicone bead simple loop links
between the jump ring on the second side of the clasp and the 6mm jump ring attached to the crystal pendant.
Step 13
Repeat Step 12 using Crystal Silver Night crystal bicone beads instead of Olivine.

For step-by-step photos and instructions on these and other techniques, visit FusionBeads.com and select
Beading Techniques from the top navigation bar. You’ll find more Inspiration jewelry ideas at FusionBeads.com!
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